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REPORT OF MEETING OF CLICOM EXPERTS

PARIS, 11- 15 SEPTEMBER 1989

WCDP- 9
WMOITD-No. 342

WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION

l.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
The Meeting of CLI COM Experts was held at the Meteorological Service
of France, Paris (from) ll - 15 September 1989.
l. 2
Mr. Dennis Lambergeon, representing the Permanent Representative of
France with WMO opened the meeting by welcoming the participants.
He stated
that the CLICOM Project has achieved great success in many countries.
He
stressed that France was actively involved in the implementation of the CLICOM
Project and thanked all the other donors.
Mr. Lambergeon wished the meeting
all success in its work.
1.3
Mr. Ken Davidson, Representative of the WMO, on behalf of the
Secretary-General welcomed all participants and stressed the key role of the
CLICOM Project for the World Climate Data Programme.
He thanked Mr.
Lambergeon for kindly agreeing to host the meeting in the Meteorological
Service of France and for assisting with meeting arrangements.
The help
provided by Mr. P. David of the Meteorological Service of France was
particularly acknowledged.
Then Mr. Davidson reviewed the basic term of
reference of this meeting as follows:
review of the current status of
installations and implementations;

the

provide the forum for discussion of . the
CLICOM in order to resolve problems;

CLICOM

Project,

successes

including

and problems

of

categorization of the CLICOM systems plans and training;
plan for the future development of CLICOM.
1. 4
Mr. Davidson stressed the importance of the recent CCl-X actions on
CLICOM and the World Climate Data Programme. The Working group was informed
that the Commission appreciated the success of CLICOM and expressed its
position that CLICOM, for the next several years, should be the basis for the
growth, strengthening and integration of the various WMO climate projects and
may also serve other international, climate-related projects. CCl-X wished to
emphasize a
distinction between installed and implemented systems
and
expressed concern that more training support and maintenance will be required
to ensure the success of the project.
The commission concluded that a survey
of the currently installed CLICOM systems was necessary to evaluate the
utilization of the system to achieve the primary objective of establishing a
data base and identify needs for additional training to improve the
utilization of the CLICOM systems.
1. 5
The Commission recognized that there exists the continuing pressing
problems of hardware support, maintenance, and updating of software.
It was
mentioned that the CLICOM systems must be kept simple, since its intent is to
provide basic data management capabilities to all countries.
At the same
time, the improvements in the applications and graphical displays are desired
by all CLICOM users.
The Commission stressed that regional experts in CLICOM
should be trained who could be the resource to solve the CLICOM system
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problems on a local basis.
It was further acknowledged that additional
training on how to utilize and integrate CLICOM to the mainstream of climate
applications is necessary for many countries.
1.6
Mr. Paul Llanso, USA CLICOM manager was elected chairman. The list of
participants is contained in Appendix 1. The agenda as adopted by the meeting
is in Appendix 2. All recommendations from the expert meeting are contained
in the text and have been underlined.

2.

STATUS OF CLICOM

2. 1
The experts pointed out that CLICOM had met one of its initial goals
of being installed in many countries. This goal was to provide Members with
an automated data management system capable of preserving the climate history
of Members and of providing the basic products necessary for a National
Climate Centre.
The installation training provided to this point have
provided many Members with this capability. Several have begun to exploit its
capabilities, others are just now beginning to understand CLICOM' s potential
for their countries.
The experts agreed that at this point in time systems
have been installed in many countries, but it is unknown in most as to the
operational status and utilization of these systems.
2.2

CLICOM implementation

2. 2.1
A general
discussion was held concerning the
status of the
installations and implementations.
It was pointed out by the experts that
CLICOM' s
primary objective was in achieving computerized climate data
management, processing and user services within 10 years at all Meteorological
Services which need them and for which resources become available.· The group
stressed the success of this programme in just the first 5 years.
Many
systems have been installed and some have been implemented.
The group
restated that installation is not implementation.
The distinction was made
that the installation of a CLICOM system can be considered to be complete once
computer hardware is in place, running the CLICOM project software and staff
have been trained in its basic capabilities. The implementation of the CLICOM
system can be considered to be complete when it is being used on a "regular"
or "operational" basis for the processing of real data observation to prepare
a quality controlled data archive which is then being used to produce outputs
for specific users.
2. 2. 2
Implementation, therefore, includes installation as one of the steps
in a project that changes the operating procedures of a Meteorological/
Climatological Service.
A successful implementation, consequently requires
considerably more activities than the acquisition and installation of a CLICOM
system. This includes the following:
Identification of staff who will be responsible for the management and
operation of the system. The number will be dependent upon the number
of climate stations, the observing programmes run, and the number of
users or clients to be supported.
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Development of new operating procedures to process and manage the data
using the CLICOM system including appropriate 'back up', control, and
recovery procedures.
Acquisition and processing of historical data to the extent required
by the individual Meteorological Service. This will be dependent to a
degree on the present and future. users of the climate database.
Training of new
responsibilities.

staff

to

replace

those

that

go

on

to

other

Development of a maintenance plan for the CLICOM system, both hardware
and sbftware. ·
Development of plans for the installation of updates/corrections to
the CLICOM system etc.
2.2.3
The participants were informed by the Secretariat of the current
status of installations. This information is being maintained in a digital
database to facilitate updating and continual service for the Members.
Several of the experts pointed out corrections and during the course of the
meeting, the entire database was updated.
2. 2. 4
The importance of this database was pointed out by the experts, for
example, (to be used as an inventory for updating CLICOM installations with
new versions of the software).
The experts identified several additional
items that would be necessary in the database to fulfill its objective of
supporting operations.
These additional fields include:
diskette size;
archive media; diskette density; names of trainees, network type, volume of
data digitized, type of equipment within CLICOM, and data digitized external
to CLICOM.
2.2. 5
=-T=h-=e--,--=e.:.:x:..:p...::.e:..::r...::.t=-=s=--...::.r:...:e::..:c::..:o:..:mm=e=-=n:.::.d=-e=-d=----=th=a=-=t--=t.:..:h:..::i-=s--=d:..::a:..::t:..::a=b:..::a~s:...:e=---=b-=e=--=m-=a-=i:.:.:n:..::t:..::a:..::i:..::n=e=-=d=---=b::....Y:___:t:.:.h=e
Secretariat in an operational state. The holdings of the current database are
included as Appendix 3.
2.2.6
The experts then turned their attention to issues that must be
addressed to ensure the continuing success of CLICOM.
In general categories
these issues involve:
hardware issues such as the compatibility of systems;
software issues i.e. minor software errors and updating of software;
training issues i.e. requirements for-additional training and manuals.
Appendix 4 contains a complete list of issues and problems identified by the
experts.
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2. 2. 7
The experts pointed out the importance of the CCl-X suggestion that
the system be kept simple and easy to use.
It was recommended that various
levels of the system be defined and that Members should be provided with the
system that best meets their current level of need, rather than have all
Members with the most sophisticated system.
2. 2. 8
The experts pointed out that the need to keep the systems simple as
stated by CCl-X did not necessarily mean keeping them small.
As a specific
example, they pointed out it was easier to manipulate and faster to operate
large systems having large hard disks and high density drives than small
systems networked together.
It was agreed that countries should be provided
with and encouraged to purchase the largest recommended systems that could be
afforded with available resources.
2. 2. 9
The requirement for an operations manual for CLICOM was pointed out.
The current reference manual is excellent, but needs to be supplemented with
standard procedures for day-to-day operations.
The group agreed this should
be developed as a priority addition to CLICOM documentation.
However, in
considering this issue it was identified that up to recently the trainers and
developers of CLICOM have not been day-to-day users of the system.
The
dev.eloper of the tutorials acknowledged that they had not actually utilized
the system in an operational environment. Thus, it was recommended that the
regional experts, who are most closely related to the operational users be
requested to dev.elop the operations manual. The experts pointed out that the
manual must be a step-by-step guide on the daily tasks, products and
emergencies procedures. As general guidance, the group developed an outline
for such an operations manual! (included as Appendix 5 ) ..
2.3

Translations

2.3.1
CLICOM software is currently available in English, French and
Spanish. The French and Spanish versions have the "core software" menus in
those languages, but use the English version of Dataease.
Thus, the user
still must know English while in the Dataease environment.
As for the
manuals, French and Spanish versions have been produced for the reference
manual, but not for the tutorials. The translated versions of the manuals and
software are currently available from the French Government and the WMO expert
in Costa Rica, for the French and Spanish, respectively.
It was agreed this
was not the most desirable method for distribution. The Secretariat was
requested to investigate more effective methods for this distribution.
The
minimum level of translations necessary for CLICOM distribution should be all
menus and reports.
The manuals, tutorials and operations guides could be
translated at a later date.

3.

CLICOM SUPPORT SERVICES

3.1
CLICOM support services include:
CLICOM related problem resolution,
project software maintenance and updating;
operations monitoring, system
utilization monitoring;
and determination of training needs.
The meeting
stressed that a more coordinated and formal approach to support services is
required to ensure uniform, timely and complete support.
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3.1.1
It was recognized that the overall responsibility for CLICOM and the
support services resides with the WMO. However, many of the actual activities
require delegation to the various donors and volunteers.
The group
recommended WMO make a concerted effort to find additional donors and
volunteers for the CLICOM support services. It further acknowledged that the
experts themselves must identify countries and individuals with the necessary
expertise and hardware to help in these many support services. Distributed
support services could be accomplished for training, hardware, manual
distributions and update distributions.
3 .1. 2
The experts pointed out that some of CLICOM s success has bred
problems.
For example:
wide differences exist in the reliability of the
local operating environments; Members have requested more systems than donors
have been able to provide, and the experts have found that more questions and
more complicated questions are arising than can be easily handled.
1

3 .1. 3
The experts concurred with and recommended that the following
principles that were discussed at CCl-X be adopted as standard procedures for
all donors and the Secretariat:
A.

Initial correspondence relating to CLICOM implementation must be made
through the Permanent Representative to the Secretary--General of WMO.

B.

Access to CLICOM software and documentation is open to anyone;
however, distribution of CLICOM software within a Member country is
the responsibility of the National Meteorological Service through the
Permanent Representative.

C.

That CLICOM is a WMO system open to Members and international
organizations only with the concurrence of the Secretary--General or
Permanent Representative respectively.

3.1.4
The experts stressed that WMO should encourage use of CLICOM
throughout countries by suggesting the Permanent Representatives agree to
wide distribution of the system.
This in the long run will strengthen the
Meteorological Services, by improved training facilities, increased data entry
and development of locally enhanced products and applications.
1

3 .1. 5
The general rules for CLICOM project "core" software updating as shown
in Appendix 6 were adopted by the group. These rules would serve as a general
guide to help users anticipate changes. All users are urged to send problems
and solutions if known to the Secretariat.
The Secretariat would be
responsible for further distribution and attaining the proper resolution to
these problems.
3.1.6
The group recommended that the current hardware specifications need to
be upgraded and need to be much more detailed.
To this end, the USA and
France will provide complete specifications to be used as examples of the
hardware necessary for a typical CLICOM installation.
It requested the
Secretariat to provide these examples to all Members or organizations
interested in CLICOM.
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3.1.7
Several aspects of software maintenance were discussed including
updating of the "core" software and updating commercial software. Networking
of the systems was considered extremely important and it was stressed that
there were very important benefits to networking that
include better
utilization of equipment, ease of database updating and more efficient use of
personnel. Trainees could also benefit from attending a course similar to the
one conducted at the Regiona1 Meteorological Training Centre in Nairobi,
Kenya.
This course is approved by WMO and is aimed at enhancing the Data
Processing Capabilities.
The experts recommended that one organization or
unit is required to control all the "core software" development.
3. 1. 8
The group noted that two problems existed with
recommended networking system "PC LAN''. These problems are:
1.
2.

slowness of the system;
excessive use of memory,
options.

eliminating

the

the

currently

proper use of CLICOM

3 .1. 9
The group then reviewed the use of the NOVELL network and suggested
this type of network was appropriate for large sites, in that it would require
one PC to be dedicated as a file server, thus reducing the number of systems
available for data entry and quality control.
3 .1.10 The group recommended that CLICOM be made independent of any one LAN
system to allow users more flexibility in adapting their system to local
requirements.
3.1.11 Appendix 7 is included as a general guide for how to adapt a standard
CLICOM system to a more general LAN system.
This guide was developed using
the NOVELL LAN system, but does not imply WMO's endorsement of this ·software.
3 .1.12 The question of expansion of the CLICOM software to utilze the OS/2
operating system was discussed by the group.
This was strongly discouraged
because of the major development and coordination effort needed.
This may
require consideration in the future, but not within the next few years.
3. 1.13 The group stressed the requirement to move to new technology as it
becomes available and proven.
However, care must be taken to ensure all
current installations will be capable of running newer, improved versions of
CLICOM on their hardware systems.
3 .1.14 The experts acknowledged the problem with distribution of diskettes
for future versions of CLICOM systems and considered various options on how
this could be accomplished.
However for the next upgrade to version 3. 0 of
CLICOM it was recommended that the French would provide diskettes and updated
or new reference manuals to French-speaking sites.
Spanish-speaking sites
were in a different category since these Members have received their project
software from the WMO expert in Costa Rica.
The expert group suggests the
Secretariat seek a Member to donate this effort to all Spanish~speaking CLICOM
users.
The servicing of the English-speaking sites would be divided among the
various experts and the Secretariat.
However, the ultimate goal for this
routine service should be to tranfer this support from several Members to one
Member or contractor.
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3 .1.15 The experts recorrunended that to simplify this problem in the future,
all future sites should only receive diskettes in high density format rather
than the variety currently available.
3.2

Documentation

3.2.1
The CLICOM system documentation is extremely important for the future
of CLICOM.
The documentation includes:
A.
B.
C.
D.

reference manuals;
newsletters;
tutorials, and
operations guides.

each of these will be discussed below.
3.3

Reference Manuals

3.3.1
It was pointed out that CLICOM version 3.0 should. include new
(reorganized) and updated manuals.
In the desire to release 3. 0, the group
recommended a two-fold approach including first:
issuing a list of 3;0
changes and second a completely new reference manual in all languages. It was
recognized that most current sites could update CLICOM with the list of
changes while new sites will probably require complet~ new manuals as soon as
possible. It was decided that 2 copies of the reference manual should be sent
to each site in the future.
3.4

Newsletters

3. 4.1
The group discussed the newsletter and suggested it be expanded to
include information in Spanish and French. As inputs are received they will
be included without translation.
It was suggested that once per year the
newletter be provided to all CLICOM sites and trainers in diskette form in
standard ASCII.
The Secretariat will investigate the possibility of this
suggestion. The group acknowledged the value of the newsletter and expressed
desire for it to continue and in the future include summaries of trainers'
reports and a country,section to include input from CLICOM operational sites.
3.5

Tutorials

3.5.1
The outstanding value of the tutorials as an initial training aid were
acknowledged, but more important may be for continuous long term training of
new personnel.
The group requested the Secretariat to update the tutorials
for CLICOM version 3. 0 as soon as practical. It was also requested that the
arrangement of the tutorials be studied to determine if a separation could be
made for data entry, quality control and systems management.
The experts
suggested that in the future 5 copies of each tutorial be sent to each site.
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3.6

Operations Guides

3. 6.1
The experts discussed operating procedures for CLICOM sites and how
they could best be developed.
It was the general op1n1on that short
operations' guides should be developed to include the usual day-to-day
problems a Member may encounter while operating a system.
These general
guides should be augmented, 'modified and enhanced depending on the local
requirements and system hardware.
3.7

Installation and other training

3. 7.1
The experts divided training needs into 3 categories:
integration of
hardware and software, continuous training and follow-up training.
The
integration of CLICOM hardware and software \'lOuld be greatly enhanced if the
trainees had prior exposure to computers and preferably had completed a short
in-country microcomputer course prior to CLICOM training.
Ideally the
installation training should include a one week visit to set up equipment and
tutorials.
Then a return 2 week visit for detailed CLICOM training.
Continuous training could be accomplished through on-the-job training by the
local users, by tutorials or by future expert missions.
It was agreed that
additional
training beyond the initial installation training would be
necessary for most CLICOM sites.
The training should include data set and
data base management, fort ran programing and integration of climate products
and applications with the CLICOM system.

4.

PLANS AND FUTURE RELEASES

4.1
Considering the
rapid development of CLICOM, the expert group
discussed the future of CLICOM.
It was pointed out that there are several
differing views of CLICOM. The CLICOM project encompasses the "core project"
software, commercial software, hardware system and future applications and
products that may be developed for the project.
The CLICOM data management
system (which is the major concern of this expert group) includes the
installation of the hardware and the "core project" software and necessary
commercial software to operate the system.

4.2

CLICOM 3.0 and future releases

4. 2. 1
A demonstration of CLICOM 3. 0 was provided to show the new graphical
capabilities that have been incorporated in the "core project" software.
In
addition, the new version will enable the use of DOS 4.0 and Dataease 3.0.
Both of these commercial packages permit improvements in the overall operating
of the system. With the new graphical software, Graphamatics will no longer
be required for the system.
Appendix 8 provides a timeline chart for the
complete development and release of version 3.0.
It is anticipated release of
3.0 in late Spring 1990 including the updated reference manuals. The group
recommended that the mechanism and necessary funds be sought to have the
tutorials and manuals translated into the various languages.
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4.3

Future "core software" releases

4. 3 .1
The group was informed that the USA was committed to maintaining and
updating
(based on new commercial software releases) the CLICOM "core
software" and correcting serious errors.
This, however, did not necessarily
include a
committment to accomplish future new developments.
It was
recognized that a possible future development may include new station element
definitions and forms.
The group concurred with the. general principle that
the "core software" should be kept as stable as possible with every effort
being made to have releases of software no more than once per year.
It was
recommended that certain element code numbers be reserved immediately for
future standards.
The USA volunteered to provide utility software to renumber
data ~lement codes.
Action will be required by the Secretariat to inform all
users of the need to move elements out of the newly reserved block of numbers.
4.4

Element Definitions

4.4.1
With the expanding use of CLICOM more and more elements (i.e.
different resolutions or units) are being entered into CLICOM.
Considering
the use of these data and data bases for climate analysis, studies and merges,
the group recommended that new element numbers and definitions be made for
these cases.
CLICOM now permits only 999 element definitions to be created.
This was viewed as inadequate. The USA will investigate possible solutions to
this problem as listed above.
4.5

Monitoring

4. 5.1
The CCl rapporteur for CLICOM presented a. questionnaire (Appendix 9)
for consideration to be used in monitoring of the CLICOM sites.
The purpose
of the monitoring activity is to determine installation and/or implementation
difficulties that may be allieviated through future training.
4.5.2
The experts reviewed and modified the questionnaire and suggested it
accompany the next CLICOM newsletter.
The group felt it was important to
gather information from both "official" and "unofficial" CLICOM sites.
The
design and level of future CLICOM training courses should, to some extent, be
based on the information gathered from this questionnaire.
4.5.3
There is another type of monitoring of CLICOM use that is necessary,
and that is the monitoring of utilization and creation of the database.
Several methods for this moni taring were discussed and the group determined
that each "official" site should once-per-year provide to the Secretariat a
diskette of the inventory of climate data residing in their CLICOM database.
This inventory will permit evaluation of each country's understanding and
actual implementation of the system and thus permit specific training to be
developed to ensure complete implementation of the project.
4.6

Area support for CLICOM

4. 6.1
The experts highlighted the two overriding principles of CLICOM:
the
transfer of technology;
and the access to worldwide climate data.
The WMO
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CLICOM project has now provided the technology through donors and external
experts.
To ensure the continued use of and growth of CLICOM, a concept was
defined for establishing user groups to provide Area Support for CLICOM
(ASC). However, the experts stressed that the area support concept would vary
greatly from region to region and it was recommended that the ASC evolve as
follows:
A.

establishment of CLICOM user groups by area or region;

B.

definition of area (region) requirements for support services;

c.

organize meetings of CLICOM managers or user group representatives by
region to consider creating a support service group (ASC)
to
coordinate support services within its region.

4. 6. 2
CLICOM support has generally consisted of technology transfer from
donor (developed) country to developing country.
The experts unanimously
concurred that future support needed to be transferred to regional experts.
This would permit the development of local experts and the actual transfer of
complete technology and expertise to the regions.
The group envisages this
transfer to evolve in the following way.
A.

. WMO encouraging the establishment of CLICOM user groups;

B.

selection of experts. for these area/regional groups to serve as
support experts;

C.

full area support provided by an expert.

4. 6. 3
The group felt that in most areas this would take approximately 2
The responsibilities and
years, in other areas more time may be needed.
benefits of ASCs should be:
Responsibilities:
1.

facilitate the CLICOM implementation;

2.

provide problem resolution for CLICOM hardware and software given
the capabilities;

3.

provide
core
implementation;

4.

assist
needs;.

5.

identify possible contributions from Members;

6.

beta test site for new releases of the "core software".

in

upgrade

regional

software

including

assistance

for

training coordination and identification of
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4.6.4
The experts felt that the maintenance of hardware should remain on a
national basis unless there were overwhelming reasons for international
cooperation.
The experts suggested that to assist in establishing the user
groups, ASC's financial support may be needed from WMO or donors for
expendable supplies and travel.
This perhaps could be accomplished through a
general CLICOM support service fund contributed to by Members as a VCP
donation.
4.6.5
Concerning computer hardware maintenance, the group recommended that
high priority should be given to those Members using a CLICOM system, when
they request training in microcomputer maintenance.
The Secretariat was
requested to discuss this recommendation with WMO/ETR.
4.7

Trainers Toolkit

4. 7.1
The experts discussed the software incompatibility problem in word
processors, editors and other software. It was concluded that the Secretariat
should investigate the possibility of providing all experts and trainers with
a fixed set of software, manuals and documentation.
This would help provide
for a better exchange of information and reduce much of the current
duplication of effort encountered in reporting and sharing information.
4.8

Applications development plan.

4. 8.1
Now that the basic "core software" has been installed and is running
in many countries, consideration of how to utilize the database for the
benefit of the country is a pressing concern.
Appendix 10 is the draft
applications development plan for CLICOM applications.
The expert group felt
that the installation training and trainers need not necessarily train or be
thoroughly knowledgeable about the applications.
This should be reserved for
supplemented training sessions.
It was pointed out that applications would
evolve over a period of time, but the project had an obligation to provide
some of these to users.
To accomplish this, the categories of CLICOM
applications were defined as follows:

microcomputer
applications

partially
compatible
applications

CLICOM approved
applications

4.8.2
Various categories of applications will be capable of running on
CLICOM hardware systems.
The range of these applications are from those
requiring additional data access and manipulation software to properly execute
(microcomputer applications) to those applications whose access to the CLICOM
database are transparent to the user (CLICOM approved applications), and which
are menu driven and meet all CLICOM programming standards as stated in the
CLICOM reference guide.
It is recognized there would be a variety of
applications covering the spectrum from these two extremes.
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4.9

CARS and INFOCLIMA

4. 9 .. 1
CCl-X requested that CARS and TNFOCLIMA be incorporated into the
CLICOM project.
The experts considered this and suggested that this would
best be accomplished outside the data management "core software".
The diagram
below illustrates this concept:
CLICOM project

core software
Data Management

.Jt
.

Menu
--applications
CARS
INFOCLIMA

<..database residing on disk(

< database

residing on disk{

4. 9. 2
This diagram shows that to access either the CARS or the INFOCLIMA
database, the CLICOM Data Management module would need to be exited through a
menu and then access to the chosen Dataease database or applications could be
entered.
This method retains the integrity of the Data Management module and
permits continued growth.
The experts deferred the question of updating of
these "external" databases to experts working in those areas. However, it was
recommended that grior to finalization of these interfaces (menu's) experts in
CLICOM be consulted to ensure the method is consistent with other programming.
4.10

Applications Standards

4.10 .1 The group considered the creation of
applications and suggests the following:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
4.11

standards

for CLICOM approved

application must be through a menu;
similar function key usage must apply;
access to data must be transparent;
programming standards (as defined in reference manual)
adhered to:
the data must be used as stored in the database.

must be

Current Applications

4 .11.1 Many applications and products currently exist that can run on the
CLICOM project hardware.
Guides for how to interface these applications to
the CLICOM database need to be developed and provided to all users in the
various languages.
It was recommended that the Secretariat have these guides
prepared, translated and distributed to all CLICOM sites.
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4.12

Data Exchange

4.12.1 CCl-X requested consideration be given to exchanging of data through
CLICOM systems.
The experts divided data exchange into two categories:
(l)
real-time (generally the GTS) and; (2) non-real time (generally considered as
database building activities).
Considering these two categories, the group
recommended that CLICOM not be used for real-time exchange since this would
require new complex communications software be added to the CLICOM system.
Instead it recommended that software being developed to reformat data from the
CLICOM database into Climat code and that these data be exchanged in standard
ASCII between countries or groups of countries. It was further suggested that
the data (in Climat format) be sent to the World Data Centre for all those
stations that are not transmitted via the normal Climat methods.
4.12.2 The Secretariat was requested to investigate the possibility of having
the data residing in the WDC transferred back to individual countries once per
year in a form compatible with CLICOM. The group stated that all supporting
information (metadata) should accompany the data for both internal and
external exchanges.
A users' guide for exchange of data needs to be
developed. The Secretariat will seek support for this effort.
4.13

Translations

The group decided that language translations of all materials was
essential. The users' guides as developed by the donors should be translated
into the various CLICOM languages as soon as possible. The following general
policies for translation were adopted by the group.
4.13 .1

5.

A.

Translation must be undertaken as a full-time job so that total
concentration and dedication to the task can be achieved.

B.

Both software and documentation must be translated by the same
individuals.
If this is impossible good communications between
the individuals must be maintained.

C.

A glossary of standard terms should be established
language into which CLICOM will be translated.

D.

Software and documentation
accomplished simultaneously.

E.

A standard word processor should be used for all translations to
permit easy transfer between systems.

new

CLICOM

releases

for
must

each
be

FUTURE MEETINGS

5.1
The group agreed that future meetings were essential for CLICOM
success, but felt the next meeting should be scheduled several months after
the release of CLICOM 3.0 (now scheduled for March 31, 1990).
The group
recommended that, if at all possible, the meeting be held in a developing
country and time for a trainer workshop be included.
The meeting was
adjourned following a reception provided by the French Meteorological Service.
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APPENDIX 2

AGENDA FOR THE
CLICOM EXPERT MEETING
PARIS, 11-15 SEPTEMBER 1989
ITEM

RESPONSIBLE

1. Opening of and arrangements for the meeting
(schedule, working hours, background)

(Davidson)

2. Status of CLICOM
2.1 Overview of current installations
2.2 Overview of current hardware/software
problems
~ 2.3 Review of current training schedule
and problems

(Llanso)
(Laptev)
(All)
(Laptev)
(Laptev)

3. WORKING SESSION FOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
(Llanso)
3.1 CLICOM Support Services
(Davidson)
a. procurement and distribution of hardware
(All)
and software
b. document production and distribution
(All)
(reference manual, tutorials, newsletter,
operations manual)
c. translations for French, Spanish
(David)
(status and plans)
(Dengo)
d. training (installation)
(Masika,All)
e. problem resolution
(Llanso)
(definitions and methods)
f. CLICOM implementation
(Dawson)
(met services, non-met services)
g. monitoring and evaluation
(Dawson)
3.2 Development and future operations
(Venalainen)
a. software releases
(Llanso)
b. supporting software
(Llanso)
(commercial software, networks)
(Tan)
c. developments including timetable
(All)
d. applications
(David)
(target set, schedule, and standards)
(Dengo)
e. regional programs
(Masika,
Dengo, Tan)
f. data exchange
(Dawson)
g. additional CLICOM training
(Gwage)
4. Recommendations for future meetings
5. Other business, adjournament of the meeting

APPENDIX 3
CLICOM INSTALLED
as of September 1, 1989

=============================================================================
No

Country

Funding

Computer 1

Language

Purpose

Instal
tio
Dat

-----~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Region I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Algeria
Angola
Ben in
Botswana
Burkina F.
Cape Verde
Chad
Congo
Gambia
Guinea-Bis
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Morocco
Mozambique
Niger
Senegal
Seychelles
SierraLeon
Somalia
··
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
To go
Tunesia
Zambia

France
Finland
France
Finland
US AID
USAID
USAID
France
USAID
US AID
UK
Finland
UK
Finland
USAID
USAID
France
UNDP
Finland
USA ID
USAID
UK, USA
UK,Canada
UNDP
UK, UNDP
Finland
Finland
France
France
Finland

Bull computer
Olivetti M48
Bull computer
IBM PS/2 mod.60
IBM AT compatbl
IBM AT compatbl
IBM AT compatbl
Bull computer
IBM AT compatbl
IBM AT compatbl
PS/2 MOD 60
IBM PS/2 mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
BULL micros
IBM AT compatbl
IBM AT compatbl
Bull computer
IBM PS/2 mod.60
IBM PS/2 mod.60
IBM AT compatbl
IBM AT compatbl
IBM PS/2 mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PC AT
IBM PS/2 Mod 60
IBM PS/2 mod.60
IBM PS/2 mod.60
Bull computer
Bull computer
IBM PS/2 mod.60

French
English
French
English
Engl/Fr
Engl/Fr
Engl/Fr
French
Engl/Fr
Engl/Fr
English
English
English
English
Engl/Fr
Engl/Fr
Engl/Fr
French
English
Engl/Fr
EngljFr
English
English
English
English
English
English
French
French
English

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

07/19
10/15
10/15
09/01
06/01
06/01
06/01
11/11
06/01
06/01
05/01
10/01
01/20
12/30
06/01
06/01
05/01
10/01
10/15
06/01
06/01
10/01
12/10
02/01
06/30
09/01
07/30
08/01
02/15
10/30

Bahrain
Hong-Kong
Myanmar
Oman
S.Arabia
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Yemen

Self, USA
?????
UNDP
Self, USA
Self
UK, USA
UK
UNDP, USA

IBM PS/2 Mod 80
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
ACER 1100 ( 386)
IBM PC AT
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PC AT
ND-550/CX m. 22
IBM PS/2

English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

11/15
11/11
08/27
05/18
11/11
04/01
11/29
01/01

Chile
Suriname
Venezuela

USA
UNDP, USA
UNDP

IBM PC AT
PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2

Spanish Operational 01/01
English Operational 01/17
English Operational 04/01

Barbados
Belize
BritCarTer
Canada
Costa Rica
Dominican
ElSalvador
Guatemala
Haiti

USA,UK
USA(IBM)
UK, Canada
Self
USA(IBM)
USA(IBM)
USA(IBM)
USA(IBM)
France

IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBH PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2
IBM PC/AT
IBM PC/AT
IBM AT compatbl
IBM PC/AT
Bull computer

English
English
English
English
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
French

Region II
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
Region III
39
40
41
Region IV
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Development
Operational
Operational
Development
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

01/17
01/17
01/17
01/01
06/01
10/15
10/15
10/15
07/01
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====================================~~==================·=======~=========~===========

No.

Country

Funding

Computer 1

Language

Purpose

Installation date

~-----------------·--------------------------------------------------------------~~--

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
N.Antilles
Panama
Trinidad
USA

USA(IBM)
USA
Self, USA
USA
USA(IBM)
UNDP
Self

IBM PC/AT
PS/2 MOD 60
PS/2 MOD 60
PS/2 MOD 60
IBM PC/AT
PC AT W/40+1MB
IBM PS/2 Mod.60

Spanish
English
English
English
Spanish
English
English

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Development

10/15
01/17
12/12
01/17
11/01
02/01
01/01

58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Australia
Brunei
Fiji
Malaysia
Newzealand
Philippine
Vanuatu

Self
Self
UK
Self
Self
Self, USA
UK

IBM PS/2
IBM PC AT
IBM PS/2 mod.60
Compaq Deskspro
IBM PC AT
IBM PS/2 Mod.
IBM PS/2 Mod.60

English
English
English
English
English
English
English

Development
Operational
Operational
Operational
Development
Operational
Operational

01/01
01/01
09/30
04/30
05/01
11/29
10/15

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
FRG
Ireland
Malta
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
UK MetServ
UK Reading

Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
UK
Self
Self
Self
UK
UK

IBM PS/2
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2
AST Premium 120
IBM PC AT
No info
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM PS/2 Mod 60
IBM AT compatbl
No info
3270 AT/G PC
IBM PS/2

French
English
English
French
English
English
English
English
Spanish
English
English
English

Development
Development
Development
Development
Development
Operational
Operational
Development
Testing
Development
Development
Development

01/01
11/11
02/01
01/01
06/01
01/01
06/10
04/30
06/01
01/01
01/01
01/01

Region V

Region VI

=============================================================================
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CLICOM PLANNED
as of September 1, 1989

=============================================================================
No

Country

Funding

Computer 1

Language

Purpose

Instal
tio
Dat

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Region I

7

c d'Ivoire
Ethiopia
Ghana
Guinea
Nigeria
Rwanda
Zimbabwe

France
Sweden, USA
UK
USA
USA
France
Finland/UK

Bull computer
French
IBM PS/2 Mod.60 English
English
English
English
Bull computer
French
No hardware
English

Operational 03/30
Operational 07/10
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational 10/30
Operational

8
9
10
11

Maldives
Nepal
Pakistan
VietNam

UK
USA
UNDP
France

IBM PS/2 Mod 80
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM compatible
Bull computer

English
English
English
French

Operational
Operational 11/29
Operational 11/29
Operational 10/30

1
2
3
4
5

6
Region II

=============================================================================
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CLICOM REQUESTED
as of September 1, 1989

=============================================================================
No

Country

Funding

Computer 1

Language

Purpose

Instal
tio
Dat

-·-----------------------------------·---·-------------------------------------Burundi
VCPRequest .
1
French Operational
CAfricRep VCPRequest .
French Operational
2
Comoros
VCPRequest .
3
French Operational
Djibouti
4
VCPRequest .
French Operational
Gabon
VCPRequest .
5
French Operational
Uganda
6
VCPRequest .
English Operational

Region I

Region II

7
8
9
10
Region III
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Region V
18
Region VI
19
20
21

Dem.Yemen
Iran
Iraq
Mongolia

VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest

Argentina
Bolivia
Ecuador
Guyana
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay

VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest

P.N.Guinea Upgrd rqst

.

English
English
English
English

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

.

Spanish
English
English
English
English
Spanish

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

.

English Operational

.
.

.
.
.
.

..

Cyprus
? Self
PC/AT 40Mb
Jordan
VCPRequest
Syrian A.R VCPRequest

.
.

English Operational
English Operational
English Operational

=============================================================================

Ao~endix
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CLICOM TRAINING SCHEDULE
as of September 1, 1989
scheduled for 1989, ** scheduled for 1990)

=============================================================================
No

Country

Trainer

Place

Training
Start

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Region I

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Algeria
Angola
Ben in
Botswana
Burkina F.
Burundi
c d'Ivoire
CAfricRep
Cape Verde
Chad
Comoros
Congo
Djibouti
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bis
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Morocco
Mozambique
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Senegal
Seychelles
SierraLeon
Somalia
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
To go
Tunesia
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

P.David
A.Venalainen
D. Paris
A.Venalainen

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Bahrain
Dem.Yemen
Hong-Kong
Iran
Iraq
Maldives
Mongolia
Myanmar
Nepal
Oman

P.Llanso

Alger
Dar es Salaam
Cotonou
Dar es Salaam

07/08/89
09/19/88
11/28/89
08/22/88

No Donor
* FR

*

R.Masika

No Donor
Brazzaville
No Donor
Addis Ababa

I.Savdie

**
*

I.Dale
A.Venalainen

Dar es Salaam

12/01/88
09/19/88

Self
I.Savdie
A.Venalainen

Casablanca
Dar es Salaam

10/03/88
09/19/88

P.Tchang

04/17/89
06/26/89

08/01/89

R.Robinson

09/01/89

D.McGuirk
A.Saulesleja
A.Venalainen
R.Masika
A.Venalainen
A.Venalainen
C.Guillerand

08/22/88
12/01/88

R.Masika
A.Venalainen
A.Venalainen

Khartoum
Dar es Salaam
Dar es Salaam

Dar es Salaam
Dar es Salaam

05/29/89
08/22/88
08/24/88
07/01/88
02/01/89
08/22/88
09/19/88

Region II
11/01/88

**

No Donor

L.S. Tan
L.S. Tan
D.McGuirk

*
**
Rangoon
Manila, Philippines

08/14/89
11/20/89
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54
55
56
57
58
59

Pakistan
S.Arabia
Sri Lanka
Thailand
VietNam
Yemen

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Argentina
Bolivia
Chile
Ecuador
Guyana
Paraguay
Peru
Suriname
Uruguay
Venezu:e.la

70
71
72
73
74.
75
76
77
78
7g
80
81
82
83

Barbados
Belize
Bri tcarTe.r
Canada
Costa Rica
Dominican
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
N. Antilles
Panama
Trinidad
USA

P.Llanso
P.Llanso
A.Saulesleja
D.McGuirk
M.Dengo
M.Dengo
M.Dengo
M.Dengo
C.Guillerand
M.J!Jengo
P.Llanso
R.Robinson
A.Saulesleja
M.FJengo
R.:Bissinger
Self
Self
D.McGuirk
I. Dale
D.McGuirk
Self

93

Australia
Brunei
Fiji
Malaysia
NewZealand
P.N.Guinea
Philippine
Vanuatu

94
95
96
97
98
99
lOO
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France
FRG
Ireland
Jordan
Malta
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Syrian A.R
UK MetServ
UK Reading

D.McGuirk

L.S. Tan
D.McGuirk
L.S. Tan

Manila, Philippines

11/20/89

*
Manila, Philippines

P.Llanso

11/20/89
06/15/88

Region III
No Donor
No Donor

*

A.Saulesleja

No Donor
No Donor
CM.I, Barbados

R.Bissinger

01/09/89
03/01/88

Region IV

&4

8.5

CMT, Barbados

CMI, Barbados
Barbados

CMI, Barbados
CMI, Barbados

01/09/89
01/09/89
01/09/89
10/15/88
10/15/88
10/15/ff-8
10/15/88
07/15/88.
10/15/88
01/09/89
11/01/88
01/09/89
10/15/88

Region V
86
87
88
89
90
91
~2

Tan
I.Dale

L.S~

09/18/88
02/01/29

Manila, Philippines

11/20/89
10/01/88

Region VI
No Donor
A~Venalainen

C.Guillerand
Self
Self
T.Dale

No Donor
Lug a ajp

05/27/89

Self
Self
Self

**

=============================================================================
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CLICOM TRAINERS MISSIONS SCHEDULE
as of September 1, 1989
Legend: * scheduled for 1989, ** scheduled for 1990 )

=============================================================================
No

Country

Training
Place

Training
Start

Training
Finish

CMI, Barbados

01/09/89
01/09/89
12/01/88
01/09/89

01/13/89
01/17/89
12/30/88
01/17/89

Dar es Salaam
Dar es Salaam

09/19/88
08/22/88

09/30/88
09/02/88

Dar es Salaam
Dar es Salaam

09/19/88
09/19/88

09/30/88
09/30/88

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Trainer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Argentina
Bolivia
Burkina F.
Burundi
C d'Ivoire
CAfricRep
Cape Verde
Chad
Chile
Comoros
Cyprus
Dem.Yemen
Denmark
Djibouti
Ecuador
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea-Bis
Guyana
Hong-Kong
Iran
Iraq
Jordan
Kenya
Lesotho
Maldives
Mali
Mauritania
Mongolia
Niger
P.N.Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Portugal
Rwanda
S.Arabia
Senegal
Spain
Syrian A.R
Tunesia
Uruguay
VietNam

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
Trainer A.Saulesleja
44
BritcarTer
45
N.Antilles
46
SierraLeon
47
Suriname
Trainer A.Venalainen
48
Angola
49
Botswana
50
Finland
51
Malawi
52
Mozambique

No Donor
No Donor
* FR

*

No Donor

**

No Donor
No Donor
No Donor

**
*
*

No Donor
No Donor

*
**
No Donor
No Donor

*
**

Barbados
CMI, Barbados
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Somalia
53
54
Swaziland
Tanzania
55
Zambia
56
Zimbabwe
57
Trainer C.Guillerand
58
France
59
Haiti
To go
60
Trainer D.McGuirk
Belgium
61
62
Brunei
Canada
63
Malaysia
64
Oman
65
Seychelles
66
67
Sri Lanka
Trainer I.Dale
Fiji
68
Liberia
69
70
Malta
Vanuatu
71
Trainer I.Savdie
72
Guinea
73
Morocco
Trainer M.Dengo
Costa Rica
74
75
Dominican
ElSalvador
76
Guatemala
77
Honduras
78
79
Panama
Trainer P.Llanso
80
Bahrain
81.
Barbados
82
Belize
Jamaica
83
Yemen
84
Trainer R.Masika
Ethiopia
85
86
Sudan
Uganda
87
Trainer R.Robinson
Mexico
88
Nigeria
89
Trainer R.Bissinger
Trinidad
90
Venezuela
91
Trainer L.S. Tan
Myanmar
92
Nepal
93
94
Pakistan
Philippine
95
96
Thailand
Trainer P.David
Algeria
97
Trainer D. Paris
98
Ben in
Trainer P.Tchang
Congo
99
Trainer Self
Australia
100
FRG
101
Ireland
102

Dar
Dar
Dar
Dar

es
es
es
es

Salaam
Salaam
Salaam
Salaam

08/22/88
08/24/88
08/22/88
09/19/88

09/02/88
09/07/88
09/02/88
09/30/88

07/15/88
07/01/88

07/29/88
07/15/88

02/01/89

02/28/89

08/22/88

09/02/88

09/18/88
12/01/88
05/27/89
10/01/88

09/30/88
12/30/88
06/10/89
10/15/88

08/01/89
10/03/88

08/30/89
10/14/88

10/15/88
10/15/88
10/15/88
10/15/88
10/15/88
10/15/88

10/30/88
10/30/88
10/30/88
10/30/88
10/30/88
10/30/88

11/01/88
01/09/89
01/09/89
01/09/89
06/15/88

11/30/88
01/17/89
01/17/89
01/1.7/89
06/30/88

06/26/89
05/29/89
0.2/01./89

07/07/89
05/09/89
02/28/89

11/01/88
09/01/89

11/30/88
09/30/89

03/01/88

03/15/88

08/14/89
11./20/89
11/20/89
1.1/20/89
11/20/89

08/27/89
11/29/89
11/29/89
11/29/89
11/29/89

Alger

07/08/89

07/19/89

Cotonou

11/28/89

12/16/89

Brazzaville

04/17/89

04/29/89

Luga ajp

Casablanca

CMI, Barbados
CMI, Barbados
CMI, Barbados
Addis Ababa
Khartoum

Rangoon
Manila,
Manila,
Manila,
Manila,

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
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103
104
105
106
107
108

Mauritius
NewZealand
Sweden
UK Metserv
UK Reading
USA

=============================================================================
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LIST of CLICOM TRAINERS
as of 1 September 1989

=============================================================================
No

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

Name

A. Rippert
Andrej Saulesleja
Ari Venalainen
Claude Guillerand
D. Paris
D. Stuber
David McGuirk
Guichard
H. Lebras
Ian Dale
Isaac Savdie
John Ballantine
Keith Johnson
M. Gerard
Manuel Dengo
Marjorie McGuirk
P. Tchang
Patrick David
Paul Llanso
Richard Masika
Robert Robinson
Roger Bissinger
Tan Lee Seng
Wayne Brazille

Country

Organization

France
Canada
Tanzania
France
France
France
USA
France
France
UK
Canada
UK
USA
France
Costa Rica
USA
France
France
USA
Kenya
USA
USA
Malaysia
USA

Direction de la Met-e
Atmosph.Envirom.Service
Directorate of Meteo-gy
Met.ServicejAgrodrom
SOFREAVIA
Direction de la Met-e
NOAA
SOFREAVIA
Direction de la Met-e
University of Reading
Atmosph.Environ.Service
Meteorological Office
NOAA
Direction de la Met-e
WMO expert
NOAA
SOFREAVIA
Direction de la Met-e
NOAA
Kenya Meteorol.Departmt.
NOAA
Nation.Clim.Data Centre
Malaysian MetServi.ce
Nation.Clim.Data Centre

Remark

Retired
Active
Active
Retired
Active
Active
Retired
Active
Active
Active
Retired
Retired
Retired
Retired
Active
Retired
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

=============================================================================

APPENDIX 4
1

The following hardware issues were identified by the expert group.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2

delay in installing equipment in countries
no computer firm in country
compatibility of electrical outlets
incompatibility of some hardware i.e. Model 30's
incomplete hardware documentation
model 60's motherboard sometimes loses its configuration
resident programmes
hard disk drive problems on some AT's
environmental conditions
requirement for power or electrical strips.

The following software issues were identified by the expert group
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

cosort problem (identified in CLICOM News No. 3)
dataease 2.5 availablility
requirement to know versions of software being used in each site
upgrades of commercial software when software is marked "not for
use outside USA"
complete DOS manual essential
sort programme limitations
double keying is needed at some sites
insufficient guidance on how to locally define elements and forms
No guidance on how to add new data types
variety of minor software problems.

3
The following training and installation issues were identified by the
expert group
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Trainees background is sometimes inadequate
More information on hardware and trainees is required by the
trainer
realistic goals and objectives for training must be communicated
to Members prior to training
regional training requires (in most cases) additional trips to
each country to ensure satisfactory
additional training is usually required
lack of follow-up including monitoring.

APPENDIX 5

OUTLINE FOR OPERATIONAL MANUALS
Summary of Daily Operations

I.

A.

The Administrator must plan ahead the daily operations, and assign
resources according to existing priorities. (Remember the system is
limited. In order to be excellent, efficency is required!).

B.

The CLICOM Administrator must turn-on the system and bring up the
network.

C.

It is desirable that log-books be kept close to each workstation to
record daily activities. This should include details of the
station/years that are entered, validated or loaded.

D.

At the end of the day, must perform backup of the /CLICOM/data and
/dedata directories. (Option 6 of CLICOM introductory menu). See
backup procedures.

E.

During the data the Data Base Administrator must solve any conflicts
of interest that may appear and that can attempt against the data base
integrity.

F.

At the end of the week, must perform a weekly backup (option 6 from
CLICOM introductory menu). See backup procedures.

G.

A very important function of the Administrator is to design and
implement procedures - customized to the characteristics of the data
centre - for normal and emergency anomalous operations.

H.

The Administrator must never forget that the CLICOM data centre is a
service and support unit for the institution as a whole. It must
never assume or believe that it is his/her private kingdom.

J.

The Administrator is the only person authorized to transfer data
to/from the archiuve and must program this activity so that it does
not interfere with or impair other CLICOM operations.

K.

Procedures must be designed for:
1.

System Administration _-

2.

Programmers/System Analysts

3.

Data Entry Personnel

4. • .Technical Analysts/QC People
5.

Othec Personnel/Users

This set of procedures must become the_
(WCP 603)

Rule_~_ot:

the Game.
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II.

Loading Data From Archive

(Administrator)

A.

Check if DATAEASE contains data of same data-type that has not been
transferred to the archive.

B.

If data of the same data type exists in DATAEASE files, archive it
before proceeding any further (Otherwise data will be lost!!).

C.

Exit DATAEASE.

D.

Cleat Data Base.

E.

Transfer desired data from archive to on-line files.

Select option 8 and transfer data to archive.

III.

Conducting Data Entry/QC and Products Simultaneously

NOTE:

Due to memory limitations of the server under PC-LAN, one of the slave
workstations must be used for executing most products.

A.

In order to carry out simultaneously these operations, no data of the
same type to be used for product generation must exist in the DATAEASE
on-line files. If data exist, must be transferred to archive media.

B.

No data of the same data type to be used for products must be
transferred from the data entry/QC files to the DATAEASE on-line files
while other users work in product generation (Data can be lost!!).

c.

Load from archive required data (see separate procedure).

D.

Select subset for product generation and perform desired options.

NOTE:

Remember that under DATAEASE 2.5, only one user has access to option 2
of CLICOM introductory menu.

(WCP 603)

APPENDIX 6

CLICOM Software Update Distribution Rules
1.

Serious ~rror - Fix the enor in the "official" copies of the software and send the
fix to all users immediately.
The error causes one or more of the following:

a. Erroneous results under normal use
b. Erroneous results under unusual circumstances if the erroneous values are
difficult to detect by the user
c. Serious orogram failure under normal use (system ha..ng or requested action
can not be accomplished)

2.

Potentially serious error - Fix the error in the official copies and send the fixed
version to all~ users and to regional CLJCOM expetts. Issue a CLICOM
error bulletin to all other users which explains the error and infort1Ui Lhem that a
fix is available upon request.
a. Erroneous result" under unusual circum.<;tances
b. Serious program failure under unusual circumstances. The error is not
documented in the Error Messages or Troubleshooting sections of the
Reference Manual.
c. Minor program failure under normal use (program does not perform as
expected but user can work around the problem)

3.

Minor error - Inform all regional CLlCOM experts of the error and outline
recommended actions. Note the error and recommend actions in the next
CUCOM newsletter. Add the error to the 11Errors to be corrected list" for
inclusion in the next release.
a. Minor program failure under unusual circumstances
b. Serious program failure under unusual circumstances although the error is
documented in the Error Messages or Troubleshooting sections of the
Reference Manual.

4. Suaaestion ·Add the suggestion to the "Optional modifications list 11 , Prepare a
cost-benefit analysis for evaluation by the Group of Experts on CLICOM.
a. Enhancement to program functions, performance, flexibility, or user
interface that have the potential of benefiting many users.
b. Minor program inconvenience (such as snowfall in the Daily Extremes
Tabulation)
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CLICOM Problem Report
Number 2. 1·1
24 April 1989

CLICOM Version 2.1

Problem 1:

When users have CLICOM set up to use RAM disk and have a large
number of statiOill\ ( > 800), CLICOM can run out of sort scratch space
when building the FORTRAN station geography file. (This action occurs
when user answers Yes to the question posed when leaving DataEase).
Sort returns Cosort error code 6.

Severity Level: 3b
Reported by: Tanzania (Ari Vcnalainen)
Resolution:

Date: 3/89

Enter a single DOS command from CUCOM "SET RDISK::::P:". This
tells CUCOM to use disk P: instead of RAM disk for scratch space. Then
re-enter DataEase, exit, and answer Yes again. The sort shoul(J now work.
This error and its solution is noted in the troubleshooting section of the
CLICOM Reference Manual (CRM).
If the user expects to encounter this problem often, (many stations with
frequent changes), he should modify the \CLICOM\CLICOM.BAT file
by replacing the SET RDISK==r: (where r is the RAM disk letter) with
SET RDJSK ~ P:
We propose to correct this problem in version 3.0 by trying alternate disks
for scratch space when we receive an insufficient space error from Cosort.

Problem 2:

The MLYPUB program that produces the monthly tabulation of daily
data contains errors in page numbers, page breaks, and duflicate entries
in the station list. These errors only occur if the number o stations and
elements requires multiple output pages for each section of the tabulation.
For example, the monthly summary section requires 2 pages, or the daily
data section 4 pages.

Severity Level: 2c
Reported by: Tanzania (Ari Venalainen)
Resolution:

Date: 3/89

Users who encounter this problem can work around it by directing the
monthly tabulation output to a disk file and using the Norton Editor to
correct the errors. They can also modify the MLYPUB program and
recompile it. The code changes required are listed below.
l. Line 1191

- Change to

2. Line 1190

- Delete this line.

3. Line 1165

-Change the "+ 1" to "+ 2".

,.

I

I
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4. Line 390
- Insert the following after the line
with the READ statement.
IF (STNID.EQ.PREVSTN) THEN
GO TO 500

END IF
PREVSTN "" STNID
5. Line 360

- Change LINCHR(4) to LINCHR(7).

6. Line 349

- Insert PREVSTN =

line.
7. Line 16

1

XXXXXXXX" as a new

- Add ", PREVSTN 11 to the end of the

line.

This problem will be corrected in version 3.0. Source code and an
executable copy of the program incorporating this fix are included in the
attached diskette.

Problem 3:

When users specify global QC limits for elements with a scale factor less
than 1, values fail the check if the value entered is exactly equal to the
limit. For example, if the dry bulb scale factor is .1 and the global limit is
set to>= 0. and < =30.0 then CLICOM will report that a value of 30.0
exceeds the limit. This is caused by a floating point rounding error.

Severity Level: 4h
Reported by: Bahrain (Majeed Isa)
Resolution:

Date: 4/89

When using the > = limit check, always make sure that the value limit is
set to a little larger than necessary. If the scale factor is .1, add .01 to the
value. If the scale factor is .01, add .001. etc.
No solution for version 3.0 is plam1ed.

Problem 4:

When users import data into the Key-entry me (IMPORTI program),
moisture variables are not computed and all values are flagged as being
'Too extreme for element ~eneration'. This result is a combination of a
program error and insufficient documentation.

Severity Level: 2c
Reported by: Bahrain (Majeed lsa)
Resolution:

Date: 4/89

A program error in IMPORT2 results in all flags being set to indicate data
:ll'e too extreme for gcneratiuu J utllt:r than OK: Since QC IS not

performed until the user enters each frame as a validator and presses FIO
the erroneous messages apJ?ear. The solution: user must call up each
'
frame and press FlO. This ts not considered a significant problem because
the user must always press FlO to perform QC on imported data.
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New source code for this routine is included in the attached diskette.
We also propose to introduce a new QC flag that indicates no QC has
been performed and to modify the IMPORT2 and UNlDATAprograms
to initialize the fla~s to it to indicate that the data have not been QC' d.
We will also modity DATAQC to automatically perform QC on the whole
frame (as if FlO were pressed) when it encounters the No-QC flag.

Problem 5:

When users compile and mn their versions of IMPORT2, the program
reports 'ERROR in DSPFRM • Form too wide for current column' but
proceeds to work without error. This is caused by a typographical error in
the IMPOK12 source code.

Severity Level: 2c
Reported by: Bahrain (Majeed lsa)
Resolution:

Date: 4/89

Change the LOCATE(5,10,IERR) line immediately before the
GETFRM('IMPORTL.) line to LOCATE(5,0,IERR).
New source code for this routine is included in the attached diskette.

Problem 6:

Once moisture elements to be generated are included as columns in a keyentry /QC form, if values are not entered they are automatica11y &~nerated
regardless ot the contents of the DATAQC.PRM file (which is supposed
to control generation).

Severity Level: 3a

Reported by: Bahrain (Majeed Isa)
Resolution:

Date: 4/89

Users can suppress generation of individual values be moving the cursor
to the V"'dlue and pressing Shift-F6. This action is described further on
page 6-11 of the CRM.
This problem will be corrected in version 3.0 and a fa is available upon
request.
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Enhancements Under Consideration for Inclusion in Version 3.0

1.

Modify the Key-entry/QC routine for hourly data to allow the user the option to
display hours ()()..23 mstead of 01-24.

2.

Introduce a new QC flag that indicates no QC has been performed when data are
loaded into the key-entry/QC file from IMPORT2 or UNLDATA Modify QC
program (DATAQC) to automatically perform QC on the entire frame of data (as if
F10 had been pressed) whenever it encounters that flag.

3.

Modify the DLYEXTR program (which produces the daily extremes tabulation) to
allow users to suppress the snowfall column or replace it with another element of their
choice. This should be controlled by the program's parameter file and should not
require users to modify the program code.

4.

Expand the space for printer control codes for the FORTRAN programs so they can
interact with laser printers. This can be done entirely through FORTRAN or perhaps
can he done by reading the DataEase printer infonnation files.

5. Software that provides the capability to digitize a variety of analog charts has been
requested by a number of users. However, this will likely require a level of effort that
can not currently be met by the NWS or NCDC CLICOM teams.

6. Add lookup capability to all I>rograms which request user to enter Station-IDs,
Element~codes, or FORTRAN form, menu or screen names. Have the looked-up
values in..lierted directly into the appropriate field. This feature has already beeu a~h.lec.J
to our preliminary version of 3.0.
7.

Replace full screen help with window he1p in FORTRAN programs. This feature has
already been added to our preliminary version of 3.0. The hefp files have also-be-en____ reformatted to flt into the shorter lines required (60 characters). A new feature allows
usto highlight text in red by enclosing it in~ characters. We will review all help files
and highlight warning messages.

APPENDIX 7
NOTE on modifying CLICOM for Novell LAlT
1.

Modify the batch files
CLICON.BAT
CLICON2.BAT
to replace the Dos SUBST statements with the Novell MA?
e.g.

MAP P:=SYS:
MAP Q:=SYS:DEDATA

Remove all PATH statements
.1..

Use Novell LMT SYSCON to include 1n the System Login Script
NAP
l!AP
MAP
MAP
MAP

p:

= SYS:
Q: = SYS:DEDATA
S#: = SYS:CLICOM
S#: = SYS:BATCH
S#: = SYS:PROC,.

where # is the available search drive number.
3.

Use Novell LAN SYSCON to
create a group of users named CLICOM for example;
,assign the necessary Trustee Rights to the following
uirectories
COSORT, DE, DEDATA, .UTIL, BATCH, DATA, FORM, HELP,
PROG, and DOS.
~LICOM,

1-·

Restructure the CLICOH directories to be:

R-,
0 1-CLICOM---,
0

1-COSORT

T I ....:DE
1-DEDATA
1-UTIL
I-BATCH
I-DATA
I-FORM
I-HELP
1-PROG
5.

I--SRC-,
1-HAIN
I-UTILITY

I

Modify the AUTOEXEC.BAT file
to remove the PATH statement
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6.

Modify CONFIG.SYS
to remove the LASTDRIVE statement

7.

All these changes are necessary because the DOS commands
conflict with the Novell directory structure.
Use t1AP
and MAP SEARCH drives in Novell to facilitate CLICOM.
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Annex 3.2.c.TSK
Version 3.0 Development Tasks, Listed by Priority
("NCDC"= Roger Bissinger and Wayne Brazzille of the National
Climatic Data Center; "NWS"= Jackie Lord & Paul Llanso of the
International Activities Division of National Weather Service
-- with specific tasks done by contractors Sid Katz and Keith
Ward, and by visiting scientist Zhang Qian; and, "UK"= Roger
Stern's group at University of Reading):
Task
no.*

By
whom

Level of
Effort

Description

1.

NCDC 2 weeks

Modify CLICOM to accommodate DataEase
version 4.0, i.e., using ESC instead of
F4. Ensure downward compatibility with
forms produced with CLICOM version 2.1

2.

NWS

Develop graphics module: draw line, bar
charts; make skew-T and wind rose
diagrams.; map contoured fields;
device-independent, with extensive user
choices on text location, co1ors, sizes,
etc. A full description follows this
task list.

5.

NC:QC 1 day

Auto-identify the resident DataEase
version while loading update software

6.

NCDC 1 day

Auto~identify

7.

NWS

1 day

Replace the "Have you changed station or
element information?" question with
automatic updating

8.

NWS

1 day

Modify the key-entry/QC routine for
hourly data to allow the user the option
to display hours 00-23 versus 01-24

14 weeks

\

the resident DOS version

*Note.:
the Task number is the priority the joint NWS/NCDC
group assigned to the task.
It shows up as the number in the
first column of the accompanying Time Line Gantt chart, under
"KEY".
Intermediate tasks such as integrating modules and
printing manual pages are shown on the Time Line chart but not
listed here.
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( Contd.).
By
whom

Task
no.

Level of
Effort

Description

11.

NCDC 3 weeks

Create routine to automate re-indexing
DataEase files after merge

12.

?UK? ??

Draft Tutorial for 3.0 features

13.

UK

??

Develop Instat statistical analysis
module within CLICOM

14.

NWS

3 days

Add capability to store and recall normals

lSo

NCDC 1 week

Modffy roU:tfnes tO accept larger printer
control fields to accommodate high res
printers, i.e., laserjets

NWS

"Halo-ize '1 the upper air plot in DATAQC
(convert to run under the Halo general
purpose graphi~s software)

.

1 week

?UK? 2-4 mo.

18c
\

19.

.NCDC ??

.

Produce a co'mputer interactive tutorial,
making use of a Bricklin's Demo type of
program
Influence the modification of Cosort, or
replace with another sort program

20.

NCDC 1.5 wks

Implement DataEase Developer for
installing updates

21.

NWS

Modify the DLYEXTR programs (daily
extreme~ tabulation) to allow users to
suppress the snowfall column or replace
it with another element.

??

Features suggested, but judged not doable with current time and
staffing limitations:
L

Add capability to digitize a variety· of analog_,
charts

ii.

"Halo-ize" the area QC, and add choice of contour
or current display

iii. Add capability to automatically ingest automated
station data
iv.

Add capability to generate normals using procedures
defined by the WMO Experts Group- on normals~
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v.

Moisture option (on the fly moisture calculation)

vi.

Add capability to default for surface pressure units

vii. Develop a standard CLICOM interface for applications
viii.
ix.

Incorporate SWRRB model
Modify the DLYEXTR program to allow users to
suppress the snowfall column or replace it with
another element of their choice, when producing
daily extremes tables. This should be controlled
by the program's parameter file and should not
require users to modify the program code.

Features completed before coordination meeting:
x.

introduce a new QC flag that indicates no QC has
been performed when data are loaded into the
key-entry/QC file from IMPORT2 or UNLDATA. Modify
DATAQC to automatically perform QC on the entire
frame of data (as if FlO had been pressed) whenever
it encounters that flag.

xi.

Add lockup capability to all programs which request
user to enter Station-IDs, Element-codes, or
FORTRAN form, menu or screen names. Have the
looked-up values inserted directly into the
appropriate field.

xii. Replace full screen help with window help in
FORTRAN programs (used NCDC window routines).
Highlight all warning messages in red.
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Annex 3.2.c.CGS
CLICOM Version 3.0 Graphics System
The CLICOM graphics system changes provide considerable
flexibility in the designing and viewing of climate data in
graphical forms.
The system is virtually device independent,
so that a graph displayed on the screen can be printed without
intermediate setup steps by the climctologist.
It is composed
of two principal components: Initialization and management.
Each is described below. Most of the cursor arrow movements
can also be performed with a mouse.
I. Graphics initialization (program GRAFINIT)
This routine allows users to define the category of
graph they want to produce and select the data to be
used.
It then writes the graph definition and the data
to disc where they are read by the graphics manager
program (GRAFMAN).
A. Select graph category

1. Time series
2. Map -7 3. Sounding
4. Wind rose
5. Predefined graph (Menu of existing graph
definitions).
6. View a finished graph previously saved. This is
a screen view of a completed graph and can not be
modified. (Menu of existing graph screens) •

B. Select data
Select Obs-Type (for new graphs only) - For time
series or maps 1 any type except upper air.
For
sounding, upper-air only and for wind rose, DLY,
SYN, HLY, or lSM.
Select elements (for new graphs only) -Maximum of
24 elements with special codes to indicate if user
wants means or extremes for selected elements. (The
means and extremes count as elements within the 24
allowed).
Select data range - Selection allowed down to the
smallest time of each obs-type (i.e. can select day
for daily data). Maps are given a lat/lon range
when they are defined (as in Area-QC) and stations
for maps are selected based on lat/lon. For maps,
users can select a range of time for one element or
a number of ~lements for one time.
For wind rosesr
data are summarized as they are loaded.
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Select data source - Main, subset, temporary load
file, or key-entry/QC file.

c.

Write

o~tput

to disc

The definition of the graph (using defaults for new
graphs) is written into a Graph Definition File
(see Annex 3.2.c.GDF, attached).
Data are written into a CLICOM Applications
Interface format file (P:/DATA/GRAPHICS.API; see
Annex 3.2.c.API, attached).
II. Graph manager (program GRAFMAN)
The graph manager combines the graph definition in the
GDF file with the data in the API file and displays the
resultant graph.
It also allows users to tailor the
graphs to their requirements. Users modify the graphs
·by specifying values in forms.and manipulating graphs
directly on the screen.
GRAFMAN displays the graph on screen (Esc stops drawing)
and presents a menu which allows users to customize the
graph. The menu choices and definitions.are given below.
Help
Graph options
Colors
Labels
Size
Output
Grids
Esc removes the menu (Esc also brings it back).
Cursor arrows move menu around the screen. Menu
disappears when colors or label locations are being
modified.
When a menu choice is selected, the program pops up a
window to display or solicit additional information. In
most cases the existing graph remains on the screen so
users can see the changes as they are made.
Help - Help window with table of contents and/or context
sensitive help.
Graph options - Swap to option screen which is like a
spreadsheet with a special graph definition form at the
top. The existing graph is lost and must be redrawn.
All graph types allow the user to modify all
information described as "options" in the
description of the Graph Definition File (GDF).
The following additional items can also be modified:
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For time series: for each data column: set plot as
line, bar, fill, point, or none; request plot
against left ~r ri~ht axi~:
For map: for each column, set contour interval:
request plot station locations (marker, Station-ID,
or no); set overlaid features (coastlines, rivers,
political boundaries, latitude/longitude grid)(see
Annex 3.2.c.CMS, attached).
For sounding: set yes,no for each element; set
number qf panels ~o use for plot.
For wind rose: set type (standard or area fill)
Calor Scarr- Use up or down arrows to scan palettes (the
sets of 16 colors currently available)
Custom
Define a calor on the current palette
Graphs - Change calor of lines, bars, etc (scan .or
#)

Axes - Change calor of axes (scan or #)
Background - Inside axes, outside axes (Scan or #)

\

Labels - Specify calor, size, location, .font:
Title
Subtitle
Left axis text
Right axis text
Bottom text
Legend
Free text - Specify value, then
color,size,location,font
Size- Set size and location of viewport (whole.graph);
set area inside axes relative to viewport. GRAFMAN
puts all its output within an area of the screen
that the user defines as the "viewpo:r::t". A graph
may be positioned in a portion of the viewport, or
may completely fill the viewport. Also, the
viewport may take a portion of the screen, or may
fill the screen.
Output Save graph definition
Save screen to disk
Direct output to printer or plotter,
size, resolution, etc)

(set output

Grids X-grid calor, thickness, type (dash,solid)
Y~grid calor, thickness, type (dash,solid)
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Annex 3.2.c.GDF
CLICOM Graph Definition File (*.GDF)
The Graph Definition File (GDF) contains all of the information
necessary to define a CLICOM graph.
It is a standard ASCII
file.
However~ it does not contain data, only the definition
of graph options.
It allows users to define graphs on the
srcreen using real data and then apply the definition to other
data.
The GDF contains different information depending upon the graph
category that it describes. Four categories are currently
proposed; time series, map, sounding, and wind rose. Since the
GDF format depends upon the graph category, the category is
defined during graph initialization and can not be modified.
The· information---contained in the GDF is divided into three
classes:
1.

Infbrmation defined at graph initialization which can
not be modified. The user must define a new graph if
he/she wishes to modify this information.

2.

Graph options which can be modified through the "Option"
command. The graph ml:lst be redrawn when options are
changed. They are changed by changing Nalues in a form
rather than by manipulating the graph on the screen.

\

3.

. Graph display attributes which are modified by
~anipulating the ~raph directly on the screen.
In most
cases these can be changed without redrawing the entire
graph.

The contents of the GDF for each graph category are shown
below. The three class.es are delimitted with dashed lines.
(The lines will not .appear in the file).
The first section
refers to class-1, etc.
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Time Series
Graph Type (1), I-type (1-6), Obs-Type (MLY- 15M)
Element-1, Element~2, • • • Element-N
(24 Max)
Element-text-1, Element-text-2, • • .•

------------------------------------------------Titl~, Subtitl"e (If blank use values included with
.

-

-

.

.

'

the
data), Legend(y,n)
Data cell range to be plotted, Data frame size (# of
columns, default = all)
Number of graphs per screen (1, 2,or 4), if 2, V or H
split.
Left axis scale (min,max)(l per data frame)
Right axis scale
11
Left axis title
11
Right axis title
Bottom hxis title
"
Free. text value
11

"

---------~----------------------------------------

Viewp6rt coordinates (Left col,right col,. top
bottom row) ·
io
11
Graph axis coord
(
"
"
11

row~
11

.

11

11

)

•

Title calor: £ont, size, 16ca~ion(x~y)
Subtitle color, ·font, size, loca.tion(x,y)
Left axis tiile calor, font, size, location(x,y)
Right axis title calor, font, size~ location(x~y)
Bottom axis titla calor, font, si~e, location(~,y)
F~•e teit coior, font. ~i~e, location(x,y)
Legend col6r, tontJ'size~ _iocation{x,y)
·x-grid calor, thickness, type (Dash,solid,none)
Y-grid calor, thickness, type (Pash,solid,none)
C~lor palette (-1 = shading) and 16 calor/shade
definitions
.
Col-1 Type (line,dash,bar,point,fill,skip), axis
(left,right), colorl, color2
Col-2 Type (line,dash,bar,point,fill,skip), axis
(left,right), colorl, color2

.

Col-N Type (line,dash,bar,point,fill,skip), axis
(left,right), colorl, color2
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Graph Type (2), I-type, Obs-Type
Default map (stations selected automatically)
Element-1, Element-2, • • • Element-N
(21 Max)
Element-text-1, Element-text-2, • • •
Title, Subtitle (If blank use value included with the
data), Legend (y,n)
Data cell range, Data frame size (# of columns, default

= 1)

Contour range (1 per data frame)
Contour interval
"
Free text
Viewport coordinates (Left col,right col, top row,
bottom row)
·
11
11
( "
Graph axis coord
"
"
"
11

.

..

_

}_...

"

Title calor, font, size, location(x,y)
Subtitle calor, font, size, location(x,~)
Free text calor, font, size, 1ocation(x,y)
Legend calor, font, size, lbcation(x,y)
·
X-grid calor, thickness, type (Dash,solid,none)
Y-grid calor, thickness~ type (Dash,solid,none)
Calor palette (-1 = shading) and 16 calor/shade
definitions
Fill color-1, color-2 ••• ~.color-10
Piot station locations (No=O,Marker=l,Station-ID=2)
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Sounding
Graph Type (3),I-type (7), Obs-Type (U-A)
Title, Subtitle (If blank use value included with the
data), Legend (Y,N)
Data cell range
Left axis scale (min; max)
Bottom axis scale {min, max)
Viewport coordinates (Left col,right col, ·top row,
bottom row)
11
11
Graph axis coord
( "
"
"
"
11

\

lt

)

Title calor, font, size~ location(x,y)
Subtitle calor, font, size, location(x,y)
Left axis title calor. font, size, location(x,y)
Right axis title calor, font, size, location(x~y)
Bottom axis title calor, font, size, location(x,y)
Free text calor, font, size, location(x,y)
Legend·colot, font, size, location(x,y)
X-grid calor, ·thickness, type (Dash,solid,·none)
Y-grid calor, ·thickness, type {Dash,solid,none)
Color palette (-1 =shading) and 16.color/shade
definitions
Dry Bulb Type (line,dash,bar,point,fill,skip), axis
(left,right), colorl, color2
wet ~·sulb . . •
· · ··· ~aeight .. • •
Wind • • •

Wind Rose
Graph Type (4), I.:..type, Ohs-Type
Element-1, Element-2
Element-text-1, Element-text-2
Title, Subtitle (If blank use value included with the
Legend (Y,N)
Data cell range, Number of points, Number of graphs per
screen.
Speed range, Speed interval
dat~),

Viewport coordin~t~s (Left col,right col, top row,
bottom row)
11
11
Graph axis coord
"
( "
"
"
11

11

)

Title calor, font, size, location(x,y)
Subtitle color, font, size, location(x,y)
Free text calor, font, size, location{x,y)
Legend calor, font, size, location{x,y)
Calor palette (-1 = shading) and 16 calor/shade
definitions
Fill color-1, color-2 ••••• color-10
Type (standard=O,new=l)
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Annex 3.2.c.API
CLICOM Application Interface File (*.API)
The Application Interface File (API.) contains CLICOM data
reorganized in row and columns similar to the rows and columns
used in key-entry and QC.
Additional information about the
data (such as station and element names) are. also included.
In
general, the rows contain data from the same time with a row
header indicating what the time is while columns contain data
for the same element. The column header contains the element
name. Data for maps deviate from these general rules in ways
that are explained at the bottom of the page. The API is a
standard ASCII file:
·
Title (Station name)
Subtitle (Date) Bottom axis t'it:le ,Col. Header-1,· Col. Hdr-2, ••• ,.Col. Hdr-N
Row header-1,
Value-11,
Value-12,
•••
Value-lN
Row header-2,
Value-21,
Value-22,
•••
ValuP. 2N

Row headei-N

Value-Nl

'· ..

Value-NN

Title
Subti'tle
Botto~, axis title ,Col. Header-1, Col. Hdr-2, ••• ,.Col. Hdr-N
Row header-1,
Value-11,
Value-12,
• • •
Value-1N
Row head.er-2,
Value-21,· _ Value-22,
• • •
Value 2N

Row header-N

etc.

Value-Nl

Value-NN
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The ----'s (which are included in the file) separate data
frames.
Each frame contains data for a certain station or time
period just like the frames in the key-entry/QC program. By
default, graphics programs display one data frame at a time and
mo~e to the next frame when the user requests it.
In other
words, a graph of daily data would contain one month of values,
a graph of monthly data a year, etc. However, users can
dictate that graphs use data from multiple frames if they
wish.
If multiple frames are used for one graph, the title and
header lines for the additional frames are ignored and the
program will move through the data by starting each frame
immediately after the previous frame.
For map displays, the rows contain data for a single location
with the Station-ID, latitude, and longitude as the first three
columns. The remaining columns contain either multiple
elements for on~ time or multiple times for one element. The
difference i~ not important here since the column header will
be used as the default plot subtitle. By default, maps use
only part of each data frame for each graph. The program will
use the location informatiori and one column of -data to produce
a map. After that map is complete it will produce a map for
data from the next column, etc. Users can also specify that
multiple columns of data are to be included on a single map.
\
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Annex 3.2.c.CMS
Contour and Mapping Software Specifications
General
These specifications cover contouring and mapping software to
run in CLICOK using Halo graphics software. The software will
perform the following operations:
Map Background
1. The mapping routine will display a map background of the
inside area specified. The current Halo viewport and WCS
specify the entire area (including the bordeL-and- labels) while
the map area, corresponding to inside (the ·viewport and WCS for
the co,ntouring routine), is, spee:ified through passed
, .
parameters. The map will be projected onto the output device
using a Merc.a_tor projection. The routine will be capable of
displaying coastline, country and _first level political
subdivision (i.e. province or state boundaries), as well as t_he
location of major lakes and rivers.
The routine will also draw
a border around the map if requested.
2. The routine will not clear the background before writing to
the display.
\
.
\

3. If'requested, the routine will display a latitude longitude
grid over the map and grid labels outsid~ of the map boundary
(at the pottom and right)'. The labels will be displayed using
the current Halo text font, size, and calor.
If labels and a
border are requested but a grid is not, tick marks will
indicate where the grid would cross the plot border.
Contouring
1. The contouring routine will contour a set of randomly spaced
data values over an area specified by the current Halo viewport
and world coordinate system (WCS). The viewport and WCS
b6undaries will coincide with the contour plot border. The
location of the data points will be projected onto the output
device using a Mercator projection. The routine will provide
the option to fill the area between contour intervals with a
solid color or hatch pattern.
2. The routine will not clear the background before writing to
the display. Therefore, it can be called more than once to
overlay contours for multiple parameters.
3. Selected lines will be labeled with the appropriate value
using the current Halo text font, size, and color. Labels will
mask their contour lines so the lines do not pass through the
label.

Schedule Name : CLIGON 3. 0 Developr.ter.t
Respor•sible : W/ONJ2: Paul Llanso
As-of Date
: 5-Sep-89
Schedule File : D:\TL3\DATA2\CLIC-30
)>
"0
"0

Task Name
GLIGOM Technical Training
Modify fot• DataEase 4. 0
Modify .CLICOM routines
Auto-identify DE versior•
Aut011ate re-indexing
Develop 3.0 Graphics module
Develop Skew-T diagmm
Develop text/color utilities
Formalise graphics design
Develop wirlll rose diagrarA
Develop output routines
Standardize utilities
Integrate uti! 2 Skew-t/rose
Halo-ize UA plot in DATAQC
Halo-ize area QC
Develop line and bat• routines
Develop general axis routines
Receive contout•/mapping
Test/integrate contout•/mappir,g
Devel. datacq. module
Develop VIEWMAN
Develop GRAFOPTN
Integrate all graphics modules
Develop other o10di ficatior.s
Auto-identify DOS vet•sior,
Auto-update on exit DE
Modify llC HRLY 00--23
Store & publish noraals
Nor~als routine
Widen printer control fields
Resolve COSDRT t imeout pt•oblem
Implement DE Developer
Modify installation progt•ar1
Devel.op INSTAT module
Integrate all 3. 0 updates
Test 3.0
Alpha Test
Ship Beta test units
Beta Test
Incorporate Beta Test Updates
Produce 3. 0 Reference Manual
·Order binders
Draft updates
Draft corrections
Incorporate enhancements
Draft "differences' doe
Pt•int manual
Trar.slate manual
Produce Tutorial of 3. 0
Draft Tutorial of J. 0
Translate Tutorial
Make computerized Tutorial
Official 3. 0 Release
Post 3.0 Modifications
Modify DLYEXTR prograMs
Add 110isture option
Digit.ize analog charts
Auto-ingest auto station data
Defau'lt surface pressure units
~Standard application interface
Incorporate SWRRB rnodel
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APPENDIX 9

WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
CLICOM UTILIZATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Background

D

WMO Region
Country /Institution
Date of Installation

Date of Implementation
CLICOM Utilisation
Rate the Usefulness of CLICOM System

Hardware

Software

1
2

useful
not useful

1
2

useful
not useful

D
D

Do you see areas of improvement in CLICOM (Y/N?)

If yes please indicate precise below
1.

2.
3.
4.

D
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Indicate category and number of PCs constituting your
CLICOM SYSTEM (see explainatory notes)
IBM XT Compatible
IBM AT Compatible
IBM PS/2 Compatible

D
D
D

If IBM PS/2 Compatible indicate the corresponding
models.
1

2
3
4
5
6

PS/2 Model
PS/2 Model
PS/2 Model
PS/2 Model
PS/2 Model
Others
Specify

30
50
60

70
80

What is the largest memory of your CLICOM System ?
1
2
·3
4

640 KB

1 MB
2 MB
>2 MB

Problem Identification

Have you had a hardware breakdown Yes/No?

D

-If yes please indicate part(s) which failed
1

CPU

2

Drive(s)

3

Printer(s)

4

Others
Specify ................. .
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Has the fault been rectified (Yes/No?)

D

If yes state who rectified fault(s)
1

Agent/Computer Firm

2

National Service Staff

3

Others
Specify

D

If not rectified please state reason
1 Lack of Part(s)
2

Lack of Tech. Know-how

3

Failure to identify fault

4 Others
Specify

If there is an agent or Computer Firm which
services your CLICOM System rate its performance.
1

Satisfactory

2

Unsatisfactory

D

CLICOM TRAINING
Have you attended CLICOM Training Yes/No

D

If yes had you working knowledge of micro
computers Yes/No?

D

Please rate the duration of the course
by puting a number in the box.
1
2
3

Just rigth
too short
too long

D
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If you did not have prior micro computer knowledge what do you
consider to be the main reason why you did not gain fully from the
CLICOM Training?
1.
2.
3.

"D

Do you think some Introductory Course to Micro Computers would
have been useful prior to the CLICOM Training Yes/No?

Can you rate the CLICOM Training you have attended under the
following:Delivery

1
2
3
4

very good
good
fair
poor

Examples

1 Too few
2 Enough

D
D

APPENDIX 10

CLICOM Applications Development Plan
I. Introduction
The WMO Climate Computer (CLICOM) system is being
implemented by the WCDP with support from various donor
countries and the Commission for Climatology. The system
consists of computer hardware, software and training. The
hardware is IBM PC compatible equipment as specified in
WCDP#6.
The software consists of both project developed
fortran code and commercial software. The project software
is provided to NMS's and other institutions in the countries,
with their PR's concurrence, free of charge through WMO. The
commercial software must be purchased and costs approximately
$1000. For proper operation of the CLICOM system it is
required to have all commercial software. The software
descriptions are also contained in WCDP#6. Training is
normally available from the donors and consists of the basics
for connecting and startup operation of the system as a
minimum.
The CLICOM system provides each participant with the
basics for a complete climate data management system,
including data entry, quality control, storage and retrieval,
data dictionary, inventory and basic products. This
essentially provides a system that can perform all the
functions of a complete traditional climate data center.
However, the data management capabilities provided are
inadequate to ensure global success of the project as it only
provides an easy access and organized manner for data storage
and retrieval.
It is evident that providing useable
application packages with adequate training is critical for
the longterm success of this system.

II.

METHODOLOGY FOR DEVELOPING AND STATUS OF CLICOM
APPLICATIONS

Climate applications development for global use is a
complicated task because the various climate regimes and
local knowledge must be a variable in each of the
applications. Understanding this problem, the methodology
chosen for global climate application development is oriented
toward providing generalized applications packages for the
various application sectors, as a demonstration of what can
be done. Training needs to be provided to adapt applications
to the local environment (social, economical and
climatological) . This obviously means that many
developmental functions must continue in parallel with the
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implementation of CLICOM and the distribution of already
available initial applications.
It should be remembered that
CLICOM was not developed to provide a complete set of
products and applications, but only to provide the basic
summaries of the data with minimum products capabilities.
The first step in this effort is well underway.
A. INSTAT-- The necessity to provide
more adequate statistical analysis tools was
recognized in mid 1988. Various commercial
statistical software packages were reviewed
and analyzed and INSTAT was chosen as being
the most acceptable for CLICOM.
INSTAT was
developed as a climatological data statistical
package that could be easily adapted for
direct use on the current CLICOM systems. As
an initial test a WMO sponsored training
seminar was conducted at CMI Barbados using
INSTAT for agrometeorological applications on
CLICOM systems. Several minor problems were
discovered, which have since been corrected.
A direct interface between INSTAT and the
CLICOM database is being completed so that
selection and utilization of the data will be
transparent to the users.
With the selection and general acceptance of INSTAT as the
statistical package to be used with CLICOM, the next step is
to complete a self-teaching tutorial (similar to the data
management tutorials). This is underway at the University of
Reading. Once the tutorial is completed, an evaluation is
necessary to determine whether or not additional on-site
training will be required to fully utilize the software for
national and regional products. This evaluation is at least
partly underway in connection with a summer course at the
University of Reading.
CCL agreed to a proposal made by a Group of Experts on
the Climate Application Referral System (CARS) that CARS
should be incorporated into CLICQM and that priority should
be given to development of application methods compatible
with CLICOM.
CARS is divided by application sector and
contains information about various software applications
being used worldwide.
In many cases these applications could
be easily adapted for use on CLICOM.
B. CARS-- Incorporating CARS into CLICOM as a
separate module that will be menu driven
and easy to search and use is the required
next step to properly use this vital
information. Funding and or donors have
not been secured for this step as of July
1989.
The interest in adapting applications to CLICOM, rather than
completely developing them, led to the identification of the
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interface problem of specific applications with CLICOM. The
Expert Group on CLICOM Management meeting in September 1989
will be addressing this problem based on their experience
using the CLICOM system. The effort will be to make
applications fully compatible with CLICOM, meaning that they
should be menu driven and access to the database should be
transparent to the users.
CLICOM users have been encouraged to develop new
applications to serve their specific needs and to provide
copies of these applications to WMO for inclusion in CARS and
possible further development towards full compatibility with
CLICOM. About 40 user developed applications and products
have been received so far.
This software needs to be
evaluated and tested for possible utilization by other CLICOM
sites ie. in other climatic and geographic regimes.
Some of
the applications donated are considered fully compatible with
CLICOM however many are not. Thus, programming would be
required prior to distribution of the software.
Development of sector specific applications and products
is the largest and most complicated task to be addressed. As
a starting point the following sectors are to be studied:
drought; water resource planning; food production;
agriculture; energy; urban planning; human health;
building climatology and; aviation.
For each of these sectors, a software package needs to
be assembled that will provide user countries products
and application demonstrations of what can be
accomplished using their climatological data. This is
necessary because applications and products are usually site
or climate regime dependent.
Following this training will be
required to enable each user to adapt and modify the software
to their countries specific requirements. This could be
accomplished in two ways, simple applications and products
should be introduced through the regular ETR programme. The
specialized or sector applications, where local and regional
requirements and conditions need to be considered, should be
accomplished through specialized seminars using
WMO experts with dedicated guidance material.

Ill.

TIME FRAME FOR COMPLETION OF APPLICATIONS

All of the tasks itemized above can and should be
carried out in parallel. The following goals should be
established:
TASK
START
END
INS TAT delivered to 1st
20 users
2. INSTAT interface completed
3. INSTAT tutorial completed
4. Evaluation of additional
1.

MAY 89

DEC 89

JUN 88
JUN 88

DEC 89
NOV 89
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.

training requirements
for INSTAT
NOV
Training for INSTAT
OCT
CARS incorporation into
CLI COM
JUL
(identify donors complete work}
Define applications interface SEP
Adapt CARS applications to
CLICOM
NOV
Review and define sector
application modules
OCT
Complete 1st application
module (agriculture}
DEC
Complete additional modules
JUL
Begin application training
JAN

FEB 90

89
88

MAR 91

89

JUN 90

89

DEC 89

89

continuing

89

continuing

89
89
90

AUG 90
continuing
continuing

The above listed goals can only be completed if adequate
resources (both personnel and money} are available to the
programmes. Donors must be found to complete the systems
analysis and programming task to properly interface the
applications to the CLICOM system. Funding must be secured
for travel and contracts necessary to keep CLICOM and the
interfaces current and operational. Funding is required for
training in INSTAT, CARS and each of the application modules
as they are prepared. Donor countries can assist in this
effort by seconding experts to work in the specific area as
defined above or by direct donations into the WMO proposed
climate fund.

REPORTS PUBLISHED IN THE WORLD CLIMATE DATA PROGRAMME SERIES

WCDP-1

WMO REGION IIIIIV TRAINING SEMINAR ON CLIMATE DATA MANAGEMENT AND
USER SERVICES, BARBADOS, 22-26 SEPTEMBER 1986 and PANAMA,
29 SEPTEMBER- 3 OCTOBER 1986 (Available in English and Spanish).

WCDP-2

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL PLANNING MEETING ON CLIMATE SYSTEM
MONITORING, WASHINGTON, D.C. USA, 14-18 DECEMBER 1987.

WCDP-3

GUIDELINES ON THE QUALITY CONTROL OF DATA FROM THE WORLD
RADIOMETRIC NETWORK (Prepar.ed by the World Radiation Data Centre,
Voeikov Main Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad, 1987).

WCDP-4

INPUT FORMAT GUIDELINES FOR WORLD RADIOMETRIC NETWORK DATA
{Prepared by the World Radiation Data Centre, Voeikov Main
Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad, 1987).

WCDP-5
WCDP-6
WCDP-7

WCDP-8

· INFOCLIMA CATALOGUE OF CLIMATE SYSTEM DATA SETS, 1989 edition.
CLICOM PROJECT (Climate Data Management System), April 1989
(updated issue of WCP-119)
STATISTICS ON REGIONAL NETWORKS OF CLIMATOLOGICAL STATIONS (Based
. on the INFOCLIMA World Inventory). VOLUME! II: WMO REGION I AFRICA.
INFOCLIMA CATALOGUE OF CLIMATE .SYSTF.M . DATA SETS - HYDROLOGICAL
DATA EXTRACT. (April ·1999)

REPORT OF MEETING OF CLICOM EXPERTS. PARIS, . 11-15 SEPTEMBER 1989 .
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